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I make this submission as an individual.  The experience and knowledge that I bring to this 
submission include the following. 

1) Member of the Telford Polytechnic Council from 2002-2005, having been appointed thereto 
by the Telford Council, following a recommendation by the then Vice Chancellor at Lincoln 
University. 

2) Professor of Farm Management and Agribusiness at Lincoln University from 2000 through to 
the present. 

3)  Prior experience in the amalgamation of Queensland Agricultural College (QAC) and 
University of Queensland , including being a member of the senior management team at 
QAC at the time of the 1990 amalgamation, and subsequently being involved in a 
management role within the combined institution. 

 
I consider that the proposal to amalgamate Lincoln University and Telford Polytechnic has not 
been thought through adequately  and should not proceed at this time.  My reasoning is provided 
below. 
 

 
Failure to consider the risks  

The proposal states that risks have been considered but does not even identify what these risks are. 
 
Lincoln University has not drawn on the expertise of its staff members who have experience in 
teaching across diploma and degree teaching. I have questioned those of my colleagues who have 
this experience, and I cannot find anyone who has been consulted.  Today (15 September) is the first 
time we have been invited to an address on the topic by our Vice Chancellor, but of course this is 
after the proposals have been submitted to you as Minister. 
 
The proposal provides two supposed examples of vertical integration across education levels. Both 
are inappropriate.  The Van Hall Larenstien  / Waginengin example fails to identify that Van Hall-
Larenstein continues to operate as an autonomous university with approximately 3500 students of 
its own. It also fails to identify that none of Larenstein’s teaching is at the NZ-equivalent levels of 4 
and below, and yet it is these levels which characterise Telford’s contribution. (I have myself worked 
closely with Larenstein on rural development projects in Asia in the 1990s and do know something 
about them.)   
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The second example provided in the document is University of Guelph and the amalgamation what 
occurred in 1964 between three institutes and colleges, including the Ontario College of Agriculture.  
What is not identified is that, not only is this very historical (there is no mention that it occurred in 
1964),  but that the Ontario College of Agriculture  (which was the only agricultural component of 
the amalgamation) was already teaching degrees and had been doing so since the 19th Century 
through the University of Ontario. 
 
In fact, the most relevant examples of vertical amalgamation in agricultural education that Lincoln 
should be studying come from Australia, arising from the ‘Dawkins Reforms’ of the late 1980s and 
thereafter.  In each of the five Australian mainland states these vertical amalgamations have failed 
based on criteria related to maintenance of courses across educational levels.   Arguably the most 
successful (or least unsuccessful) has been the University of Queensland / Queensland Agricultural 
College amalgamation (or ‘consolidation’, as it was called). This particular amalgamation could be 
considered successful based on the criterion that the combined institution still exists, but no longer 
are there offerings of Associate Diplomas (roughly equivalent to NZ Levels 4, 5 and 6). University of 
Queensland does still offer a Certificate in Agriculture (roughly equivalent to Level 4) but this also 
appears to be close to demise. 
 
In New South Wales, the Orange Agricultural College was first amalgamated with University of New 
England. This amalgamation fell apart, and Orange then joined with University of Sydney. This too 
fell apart, and Orange is now part of Charles Sturt University, but not offering any of its traditional 
non-degree agricultural courses. 
 
In Victoria, five agricultural colleges combined, first to form the Victorian College of Agriculture and 
Horticulture (VCAH) and then subsequently as part of University of Melbourne. This too has fallen 
apart, and there are currently moves to set up independent institutions at non-degree levels.  It is 
notable that the one institution that appears to have survived and prospered is the private and 
independent Marcus Oldham College in Geelong, which offers both degrees and diplomas. 
 
In South Australia, the Roseworthy Agricultural College and its non-degree courses are no longer in 
existence and the campus is now just a farm for the University of Adelaide. 
 
In Western Australia, the Muresk College of Agriculture did not prosper under Curtin University.  It is 
now in 2010 going through its final death agonies as part of Curtin, with teaching to cease at the end 
of 2010. There are prospects that Muresk may re-open as part of the TAFE system. 
 
In contrast, it is notable that the West Australian College of Agriculture, which offers courses at NZ-
equivalent levels of 3 and 4, but is totally independent of the university system, has prospered 
greatly and now has six campuses and a student waiting list. Similarly, in Queensland the farm 
training institutes at Dalby, Longreach, Burdekin and Emerald appear to have survived, having stayed 
separate from the university system, and now at least some are prospering again.  
 
Given the huge rate of failure of vertical integrations in Australia, and indeed the failure of any 
Australian university institution to maintain programs across the various levels, it is very worrying 
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that Lincoln has not identified the causes of these failures, and to have then explored what specific 
strategies might prevent that happening here in New Zealand.    
 
 

As a Councillor of Telford, I was always very aware that Telford’s financial viability depended on its 
short courses and other programs such as the ACC program.   Perusal of Telford’s accounts shows 
that, consistent with some accounting conventions, the fixed costs have been allocated to courses 
on an EFTS basis. However, the reality is that most of the Telford fixed costs will not go away with 
the demise of the sort courses and ACC program. Quite simply, Telford is not going to be viable in 
the future, without a total rethink of all of its operating systems. 

Financial Issues 

 
Unfortunately, there are only minor synergies to be gained through amalgamation with Lincoln.  The 
reason for this is that Lincoln systems are not designed for a small campus several hundreds of 
kilometres distant.  The most promising amalgamation option is in fact with Southland Institute of 
Technology (SIT) which is no more than 1.5 hours travelling distance. The other option would by 
Otago Polytechnic. However, I believe that greater empathy for the needs of Telford, and a better 
‘cultural fit’, would be found at SIT. 
 

There is no evidence that careful consideration has been given to issues of education philosophy.   
The reality is that there is a huge difference between the type of practical-based on-campus 
education that Telford offers, and the Level 5 and 6 diplomas that Lincoln offers. (Indeed it is exactly 
because of these issues of education philosophy, together with the associated issues of structures 
and culture, that the Australian amalgamations have failed so dismally.) In fact, the educational 
synergies between the current Lincoln diplomas at Level 5 and 6, and Lincoln degree teaching at the 
same Levels  5 and 6, are greater than exist between Lincoln and Telford  programs.  I have tested 
this notion with my colleagues in my Department  who contribute to diploma teaching, including one 
who as experience both as a Lincoln Lecturer and as a former Telford Tutor, and all agree on this. 

Education Philosophies 

 

It is no secret that Lincoln is in financial difficulties and is currently running at a deficit.  Although the 
Telford amalgamation would give Lincoln more funded EFTS, these are of no value unless Lincoln can 
find the increased students to fill these places. It is obvious that Telford itself will contract greatly 
(without the short courses and ACC program) and so Lincoln has to somehow attract a whole lot 
more students in other areas.  Where most of these students might come from is a mystery to me 
and many of my colleagues. The number of EFTS at stake here is sufficient that the only salvation 
that I can see is if capped enrolments in Commerce degrees at other universities lead to significant 
spill-over to Lincoln.   

Some Greater Risks to Lincoln 

 
Lincoln’s fundamental problems include excessive overheads for the existing number of students, 
combined with a funding model which covers variable but not fixed costs.  Adding Telford to this 
situation has the potential to exacerbate the overall financial problems.   In my own area (farm 
management and agribusiness) we are turning away postgraduate students because of a lack of 
staff. My concern is that taking on Telford might appear superficially to be a positive step towards an 
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overall solution to Lincoln’s problem, whereas in reality it is going to place additional financial 
constraints on Lincoln solving its fundamental structural and resource allocation problems. 
 
Unfortunately, the consultation document shows all the hallmarks of a ‘PR’ document  aimed at 
buttressing a high level and prior decision by the institutions concerned  that amalgamating is a 
‘good idea’ . However, a proposed amalgamation such as this, with its attendant large risks, needs to 
be subjected to much more critical but constructive analysis as to the best options for both Lincoln 
and Telford.  My expectation is that such an analysis could lead to better outcomes for the NZ 
agricultural education system. 
 

 
Keith Woodford 


